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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 

SUMMER RESEARCH IS HERE.  Your ancestral “home” 

visits  & searches are probably on your mind.  Obviously, you 

have asked for expert help in investing time wisely on your 

research. You are determined to break down your “brick 

walls.” 

Don’t forget, we have experts in our own MGS and we can 

refer you to other experts in other Genealogical Societies.  

In Today’s world, we have a need for competency in the 

hardware, software & web searching areas as well as 

traditional areas of interest. If it’s the DAR, Irish, German, 

Colonial Pennsylvania, New York, New England, Jewish, or 

Italian, we have it all in our own referral web.  ALSO, don’t 

forget plain old libraries.  They are all around us. 

We are your mentors and you are our mentors.  However, we 

are a volunteer Society.  We learn together and helping 

hands are always welcome.  Long time volunteers Linda 

Leber, Secretary, and Jim McHugh, Membership, are due 

for a break.  Please help us out.  Time requirements are 

pretty minimal and we all get satisfaction from it. 

An all day seminar for helping us take full advantage of 

available web resources is being planned for February, 2013.  

Come back next fall to add your ideas and energy to make 

the Manatee Genealogical Society a better family resource 

in the expanding world of finding our roots and having joy in 

the process. 

 

Jim Reger, President 
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The Importance of Cemeteries to Genealogical Research 
 

Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian, 
Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL 

  

Newcomers to genealogical research often voice amazement with the “obsession” many genealogists have 

when visiting cemeteries. The notion of taking a “cemetery vacation” is beyond their comprehension. There 

are numerous reasons why visiting cemeteries is beneficial to genealogical research. The seven most 

important reasons are:  

 
1. Tombstone inscriptions can be goldmines of genealogical information.  

2. Many old tombstones contain mini-biographies of the deceased.  

3. Cemetery records may contain significant amounts of information that may or may not appear in 
the more common record types.  

4. Some genealogists, provided they obtain proper permission, have left messages on tombstones in 
hopes of contacting surviving family members, and, have been successful.  

5. Plot placement, tombstone inscriptions, and cemetery records may fill in missing blanks in your 
research, lead you in new directions, or add insight to your knowledge of your ancestors as people.  

6. Researchers often find out about children who died in infancy that they never knew about or 

discover a grave marker containing a symbol that suggests other records which may contain 
additional information.  

7. Children who died in infancy may suggest clues to unknown family relationships.  

 

Cemeteries fall into a variety of categories. Each type has its own unique characteristics. The main types are 

listed below.  

 

1. City and County: These are of fairly recent origin, some of them beginning about 1850, but most of 
them around 1900 or the time of state registration.  

2. Federal: Usually associated with war veterans. You will have to depend upon Sexton's records to 
find the plots here because they are too large to attempt searching without help.  

3. Private: These usually begin in the 1900s. You must obtain permission from the land owner to gain 
access.  

4. Church: These are the most common in America, British Isles, and Europe. The Sexton's records 

would be the burial registers, if they exist. Recently some of them have been indexed by the 

tombstones that are still in existence. If there is no stone now, there is no record. Researchers are 

strongly advised to study the local and state cemetery laws prior to visitation. When in doubt, local 
genealogical or historical societies are reliable sources for obtaining this type of information.  

5. Family: These are quite popular in the Eastern and Southern parts of the U.S., Canada as well as 

parts of the British Isles and Europe. Researchers must obtain permission from the land owner for 
access. Often the only record, other than the tombstones, would be the record in a family Bible.  
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6. Fraternal Organizations: Organizations in this category will either have their own private 

cemeteries or a special section within a larger cemetery. The burial records may or may not be 

accessible to the public. In some cases, researchers can get the standard death certificate from the 
locality, but an official burial record must be obtained from the organization.  BLM 4/5/2012 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

Does Your Family Have a Place Named After It? 

by Terrence M. Punch  
from Genealogy Pointers (3-20-12) see: www.genealogical.com  

Courtesy of Genealogical Publishing Company and affiliate Clearfield Company 

 

Remember a routine of the comedy team, Abbott and Costello, in which Abbott confused Costello because his 

players had strange names. The man playing first base was named "Who". When Costello asked, "Who's on 
first?" and Abbott answered, "Yes", the confusion began. The player's name and position became the puzzle. 

Many place names involve both "who" and "where." Fortunately, they frequently match and become a potential 
genealogical clue. Many a first settler or early family gave a cove, an island, or hamlet its name. 

If you find a location identified by a family name, and the name isn't that of a prominent person, there is a 

good chance someone with that surname was associated with that place. Perhaps your family is the name 
giver somewhere. Let's visit a few examples. 

In Prince Edward Island, we find Baglole's Point, Campbell's Cove, Hardys Channel, Kellys Cross, MacLeods 

Island, MacWilliams Cove, Oultons Island, and Winslow: eight families that have or had a connection with the 
place that bears their name. 

In Newfoundland and Labrador, there are Chamberlains, Parsons Road, Jacksons Arm, Millertown, and Parks 

Harbour, to name a few. Practically every little harbor that had a fishing station in bygone years was known 
locally by the name of its first planters or settlers. 

Bartlett Mills in Charlotte County, New Brunswick, began with Bartlett. Other place names commemorating 

founding families include Chapmans Corner, Dawsonville, Loggieville, Millidgeville, Mount Whatley, Seeleys 
Cove, and Wilsons Point. 

Nova Scotia possesses many such hookups. Acadian families were name givers at Amiraults Hill, Saulnierville, 

and Surettes Island. Aldersville recalls a Dutch settler; Bakers Settlement and Pentz, Germans; Moser River, 

a Swiss. Truemanville reflects a Yorkshire family name, while Scots gave us Aulds Cove, Ballantynes Cove, 

McNabs Island, and Waughs River. Mount Denson is named after an Irishman, and Janvrin Island after a 
Channel Islander. 

Sometimes a man's first name became a place name and you have to dig into early records to get his full 

handle. Larrys River on Nova Scotia's eastern shore was named for Lawrence "Larry" Keating; and Neils 
Harbour in Cape Breton honors Neil McLennan. 

http://www.genealogical.com/
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It can grow more obscure, and finding the link between the person and the place takes detective work. In 

1802 Norman MacNeil, piper to the chief of the Clan MacNeil of Barra, Scotland, emigrated and settled in 
Inverness County. People thought so highly of his piping that the valley where he lived was called Pipers Glen. 

Sailors Hope, Prince Edward Island, takes its name from the home of William Cooper, a land reform advocate 

who became so frustrated with the failure of his efforts that he built a brig and, in 1849, sailed it and his 
family all the way to California. When nearly 80 years old, Cooper returned and died at Sailors Hope. 

A fierce storm drove Captain George Holbrook to shelter in a cove until the weather settled. Holbrook 

apparently stumbled upon this inlet and afterward spoke of its discovery as a happy adventure. And that, we 
are told, is how Happy Adventure, Newfoundland, was christened. 

Whether the family name is there like a beacon to tell you that people of that name passed that way (and 

perhaps are still there), or whether the identity of the people is hidden behind other words, genealogists 

once again just may have a clue they cannot afford to ignore. Ladies and gentlemen, get out your gazetteers 
and your maps; the game is afoot.  

__________________________________ 

Primary vs. Secondary Sources in Genealogical Research 
 

Contributed by Bryan L. Mulcahy, Reference Librarian,  
Ft. Myers-Lee County FL Public Library, Ft. Myers, FL  

 
For many beginning researchers, the terms primary and secondary information and sources can be confusing.  

Primary sources, briefly defined, are documents or records created at the time of, or shortly after, an event 

by either someone with personal knowledge of the facts or the actual testimony of a person involved in the 

event.  In the ideal situation, informants may have been on the scene at the time of the event, and were 

close friends of the individual or family members. Unfortunately, it is possible that they may have been 

bystanders or neighbors whose knowledge of the individual or family may have been limited at best.  

Fortunately, if this was the case, authorities may have tried to locate family members to obtain additional 

details. 

 

Primary sources are usually the first or earliest documents in which a particular piece of information was 

recorded.  This source may be an official document or certificate, or a published work containing  

transcribed information from  original documents or other primary sources.  Records containing this scope of 

information may include diaries, journals, state or federal census records, courthouse records such as deeds, 

wills, probates, birth or death records, baptism or marriage records, ships passenger lists and military 

records.  Primary records are, of course, the most reliable sources, but secondary records can provide you 

with many clues for further research.   

 

Secondary sources are published works, including those distributed electronically, either copied or compiled 

from primary sources, or reflecting the conclusions of a researcher based on primary or secondary sources.  

Secondary information was usually provided by someone whose knowledge of data was not from firsthand 

knowledge.  They may have been family members but were either away at the time the event occurred, 

estranged from the individual or family, or resided in distant localities. 
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Secondary sources are those records or other pieces of information that were created at some time after 

an event occurred. The passage of time, the lapse of memory, and the lack of knowledge (or ignorance) of the 

person providing the information all conspire to make the evidence less than reliable. In addition, an 

informant sometimes falsifies information for a variety of reasons.  When analyzing information, regardless 

of whether it is a primary or secondary source, it is helpful to know the relationship between the informant 

to the individual or family.  That relationship may shed light on the potential accuracy of the information. 

 

Secondary sources should be viewed with skepticism until they are later verified in a primary source. By 

their very nature they should be suspect, and you should always seek additional evidence to either 

corroborate or contradict the facts they present.   Examples of secondary sources may include family 

histories, bible records, indexes or compilations of census or marriage records, any sort of history (county, 

state, etc.), and collections of cemetery inscriptions. 

 

Some documents can be both primary and secondary sources. Death certificates are notorious for their 

errors. Dependable information on a death certificate may include the name of the decedent, date and place 

of death, place of burial, and undertakerÆs name.   However, the key word is ômayö.  Always examine the 

date of death and the certificate's issue date. If there is any significant time lapse, look for other 

corroborating evidence elsewhere. Also, the date of birth, birth location, age, names of spouse, and names of 

parents are all secondary sources. Never take these details for fact. Remember that someone else acted as 

informant in order to fill out the certificate. If he or she didn't know the correct information, he/she may 

have guessed at it. Use these pieces of information as pointers, but always find other substantiating 

evidence. (BLM 11/4/2011) 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Migration Trails - Important Clues for Your Research 
 

by Carolyn L. Barkley 
This article originally appeared on the blog, 

http://www.genealogyandfamilyhistory.com/?p=100, in June 2009 

Courtesy of Genealogical Publishing Company and affiliate Clearfield Company 

 

Migration trails have not played a significant role in my family research. My mother's family moved either 

from the counties of coastal Massachusetts inland to Hampshire and Hampden Counties (and stayed there 

for generations), or from the New Haven, Connecticut, area to Hampden County, Massachusetts (and stayed 

there for generations). When I researched a friend's family, I was intrigued by its migration from Long 

Island to Vermont; Vermont to upper New York State; New York to Michigan; and eventually to Wyoming. 

What a different experience! 

 

Migration patterns often help solve genealogical problems. A comprehensive census search is a good way to 

begin to outline a family's movements. This strategy, however, can be challenging due to deaths and 

remarriages, imaginative spellings of surnames, use of initials rather than first names, poor indexing, etc. 
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Some families just seem to disappear! An additional strategy is to read a comprehensive history of the 

county or town in which you have located your family. Such histories often discuss the geographic origins of 

the area's population and indicate to what areas groups may have later moved. Often, however, your 

migration picture will be incomplete and you will wonder why and how they got from point A to point D. 

Learning more about migration routes may help you locate your illusive ancestors as they moved. I'd like to 

recommend one online and one print source to assist you in learning more about the routes available to our 

ancestors. 

 

Although Cyndi's List offers a selection of 188 online sites about migration, I was particularly interested in 

migrationtrails.com. On the main page, click on the first choice "Migration Trails." A map of the United 

States illustrates the route of 144 migration trails. I was interested to note the large number of trails east 

of the Mississippi in comparison to those in the western states. If you click on one of the numbered routes 

listed across the top and bottom of the map, you will be taken to a detailed description of that route. For 

example, the Augusta and Cherokee Trail description includes the approximate time frame that this route 

was used (1675-1800); what groups traveled the trail (Danish, Dutch, English, French, Irish, Norwegian, 

Scottish, Swedish, and Welsh), and the counties through which the trail passed. The county information 

includes the name of the county, the year it was created, and a link to an online site providing information on 

that county. If you click on the name of the county itself, a census chart appears for its state, listing each 

county and the availability of a federal census enumeration between 1790 and 1920 for that jurisdiction. If 

you then click on one of the nationalities listed for the trail, you will be taken to a page discussing migration 

history for that specific group. The Swedish migration page, for example, provides the dates of immigration 

(pre-1820 and 1820-1880); favorite port of entry (New York and Quebec); where they settled (Great Lakes 

states, upper Midwest, Pacific Northwest, New York, Pennsylvania, and Utah); where to look for ancestors 

(with a link to a Swedish migration trails map); and historical migration facts for Swedes (beginning in 1638 

with Fort Christina on the Delaware), as well as the locations Swedish-American concentrations. You can also 

access the nationality information directly from the home page by clicking on the second choice, "Who 

Traveled the Trails." You may then choose from a list of nationalities that includes Danish, Dutch, English, 

French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Scotch-Irish, Scottish, Swedish, and 

Welsh, taking you directly to the migration description page for that nationality. References to related 

sources are provided throughout this site. You will learn a lot from migrationtrails.com no matter how much 

or how little you know about the movements of your ancestor. 

 

William Dollarhide's book Map Guide to American Migration Routes, 1735-1815 (Precision Indexing, 1997) is 

also very helpful in understanding the routes taken by our ancestors. While frontiersmen had always traveled 

where they wished by foot or horse, the migration of entire families with their belongings required a system 

of roads that could accommodate wagon or stagecoach travel. While they may not have been roads in the 

modern sense given mud, pot holes, tree stumps, and other impediments to comfortable travel, early 

roadways allowed for the movement of families, or groups of families, to new locations. The routes included 

in the Map Guide begin with the King's Highway (1735) stretching from Boston to Charleston, and conclude 

with the roads that resulted from the War of 1812. Dollarhide describes routes that were used prior to the 

industrial revolution when the introduction of steamboats, canal boats, and, by 1830, railroads changed the 

migration experience. Routes are discussed in chronological order, with corresponding maps as well as 

comparisons with contemporary, co-terminus interstate, state and national roads. 

 

Migration trail information can be very helpful to you in charting the progress of your family from state to 

state regardless of how much or how little you may know about their migration. By starting with a family in a 
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particular place, at a particular time, it is well worth your time to learn about the specific migration patterns 

in and out of that location, as well as the documented routes that passed through the location. These two 

sources, migrationtrails.com and Dollarhide's Map Guide to American Migration Routes, are great places to 

begin. 

 

___________________________________ 

  

Revolutionary War Land Bounties 
  

by Lloyd Bockstruck  
 

from Genealogy Pointers (2-14-12) see: www.genealogical.com 

Courtesy of Genealogical Publishing Company and affiliate Clearfield Company 
 

A land bounty is a grant of land from a government as a reward to repay citizens for the risks and hardships 
they endured in the service of their country, usually in a military-related capacity. 

By the time of the Revolutionary War, the practice of awarding bounty land as an inducement for enlisting in 

the military forces had been a long-standing practice in the British Empire in North America. Besides 

imperial bounty land grants, both colonial and municipal governments had routinely compensated participants 

in and victims of military conflicts with land. Land was a commodity in generous supply, and governments 
seized upon its availability for accomplishing their goals. 

The American colonies' governments copied Great Britain's practice of awarding bounty lands. They generally 

offered free lands in exchange for military service, but they strategically did so on the presumption that 

they would be victorious in their struggle. Bounty lands were an effective propaganda technique for enrolling 

support for the war among the citizenry and for preventing them from defecting to the British if the tide of 
battle ebbed. 

Those colonies with unseated lands used this advantage to enlist support for the cause with the offer of 

free lands. Unfortunately, some of the Original Thirteen enjoyed no such advantage. There was no bounty 

land policy in Delaware, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, or Vermont. Those states lacked enough 

vacant land to support such a policy. Bounty lands were a feature, however, in Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland, 

Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia. Administratively, these 

nine states selected reserves in their western domains for the location of bounty lands. Such a choice was 

quite logical. By placing veterans on the frontier, the states could rely on a military force that, in turn, could 

protect the settlements from Indian incursions. These state governments also realized that they had to 

encourage the ex-soldiers to occupy their newly awarded bounty lands, so they granted exemptions from 

taxation ranging from a few years to life to those veterans who would locate on their respective bounty 
lands. Such a policy also had the effect of retarding the exodus of a state's population. 

The issue of bounty lands has far wider geographical implications than the area encompassed by the nine 

state governments that instituted the practice. Besides the original states of Connecticut, Georgia, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia, the future 

states of Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Ohio, and Tennessee also were directly affected by the bounty land 

system. While the administrative records were, with one exception, the purview of the former nine, the 

http://www.genealogical.com/
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bounty land reserves involved the five trans-Appalachian states. The states of Georgia, Maryland, New York, 

Pennsylvania, and South Carolina either had no claims to trans-Appalachian territory or relinquished their 

claims to the federal government. Accordingly, their reserves for bounty lands lay within their own western 

borders. In the cases of Georgia and New York, these reserves were to be situated on the definition of their 

western borders as they existed in 1783. The bounty land reserves in those two states today would be 

described as being centrally located. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts allotted its bounty lands in the 

then District of Maine, which in 1820 achieved statehood status. 

While most of the states awarded bounty lands for military service, there were two exceptions. Connecticut 

compensated its citizenry with lands in Ohio if their homes, outbuildings, or businesses had been destroyed 

by the British. The Nutmeg State seemingly awarded no bounty land for military service per se. Georgia also 

issued lands to its civilian population who had remained loyal--or at the very least neutral--to the 

Revolutionary cause after the British restored royal control during the war. There were no Revolutionary 

War bounty land grants within the present-day borders of the southern states of North Carolina and 

Virginia. North Carolina issued its bounty lands in its western lands, which became the state of Tennessee. 

Virginia selected reserves for its bounty lands in Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio before ceding its claims to the 
federal government. 

It is important to emphasize that the Continental Congress also made use of the policy of bounty lands. The 

federal bounty land records are included in the National Archives micro-publication, Revolutionary War 

Pension and Bounty-Land Warrant Application Files, 1800-1900, Series M804, 2,670 rolls. The federal 

government likewise selected a reserve in the Northwest Territory where bounty land warrants could be 

used to locate land. The U.S. Military Tract in Ohio encompassed portions or all of the counties of 

Coshochton, Delaware, Franklin, Guernsey, Holmes, Knox, Licking, Marion, Morrow, Muskingum, Noble, and 
Tuscarawas. 

With the exception of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the other states permitted qualified veterans 

and/or their dependents to receive bounty lands from both the federal and the respective state 

governments. Accordingly, there may be relevant bounty land files for soldiers in the Continental Line at 

both the federal and state levels. While New York made some adjustments, double dipping was the norm in 
the other states. [End of excerpt] 

The foregoing article was excerpted from the Introduction to Mr. Bockstruck's 1996 book, Revolutionary 

War Bounty Land Grants Awarded by State Governments. This remarkable book is a master index to all 

30,000 state bounty land records awarded for service in the Revolutionary War. Typically, each of the 

30,000 entries gives the name of the claimant (usually a veteran), state of service, rank held, date of the 
record, acreage, and any additional comments of genealogical interest, when available. 

Revolutionary War Bounty Land Grants Awarded by State Governments not only pulls together all this 

disparate information in the form of a master index, it also explains the kinds of grants issued by each state, 

how they conformed or differed from the norm, and, of course, where the researcher can find the actual 

records in question. In short, if your ancestor lived during the American Revolution, Revolutionary War 

Bounty Land Grants Awarded by State Governments is one book you must examine before you abandon hope 
of finding him or her. For more information, visit the following URL: 

Of Related Interest: 

Bounty Land Donation Grants in British Colonial America 
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When viewed in tandem with his Revolutionary War bounty land book above, this work closes the circle on all 

bounty lands awarded by the British government and our newly independent states between 1607 and the 

aftermath of the War for Independence. All 6,500 soldiers known to have received land grants for their 

participation in the numerous conflicts with the French and their Indian allies, as well as in various colonial 

insurrections, are listed here with details of their place and dates of service, rank, military campaigns, 

location of bounty land grants and donation land grants, acreage, and, most importantly, assignment of title 

to heirs, relatives, and friends. 

 
___________________________________ 

 

 “Jots From Jean” 
(by Jean S. Morris,  jmorris161@tampabay.rr.com ) 

 
RESEARCH & TIME LINES YOU MAY HAVE OVERLOOKED  

Have you created a Time-Line for your ancestor, and compared it with a Time-Line of the U.S. or the World 

during the time periods your ancestors lived?  To locate published Time Lines go to Google.com and type in 

Time Lines, you will find them for all kinds of historical events. 

Have you done a Surname search of  PERSI, FamilySearch.com; Cyndi’s List, Ancestry.com, Heritage 
Quest, Footnote, Google, etc. 

Search by state & location in  PERSI, FamilySearch.com 

Have you located your ancestor(s) in each census during their lifetime. 

You can determine ages in the 1790-1840 censuses. 

Do not overlook State censuses for same time periods. Google/State Censuses 

Have you located possible siblings in each census. 

Have you followed all children on each census in their lifetimes (this includes spouses) 

Have you checked every County history published, and especially read the Introduction. Read also the 

sketch about the townships where your family lived in the census years, and locate churches which 
were there when your family lived there. 

Read also Mug books for your surname, children, siblings. These were biographical works published in 
the 1880s + with "paid" sketches on families. Use with caution. 

Be sure to read the Intro of Mug books about the settlement of the area, where people came from. 

and watch also for their neighbors’ surnames and read their sketches also. People migrated in 
families and church groups, follow all the neighbors for those “lost” family members. 

mailto:jmorris161@tampabay.rr.com
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Court house research. Did you check deeds of purchase for all land owned by the ancestor or anyone 
else with the same surname, and for the sale or disposition of each tract of land. 

When you abstract a deed, watch for names of adjoining land owners, number of acres, witnesses to 
the deed, date of purchase, and date of recording of purchase and/or sale. 

Confirm deed records by reading extant tax records which can be most revealing. 

Locate their land on a map (at the court house), and get a copy. 

On these maps find roads to churches, schools, cemeteries, taverns, stores, court houses. They had 
to travel to the county seat to buy, sell and record all court documents. 

Identify the neighbors (who could also be relatives)  

At court house, find all records of wills/intestate (without will), civil cases, marriages, divorces, 
births, deaths. (The last two are usually later than settlement of the county). 

Write down names of all other people mentioned in these records, they could be friends, neighbors, 
or family members. 

Make note of any and all misspellings of the surnames to help you later on. Do NOT  get hung up on 

the spellings of the surname. People rarely changed their names, either they could not read or spell, 
or a court house clerk or emigration clerk did not ask or know how to spell their surname. 

Secure copies of all court documents, you may need them later. Write citations i.e. Will Book One, 

page 34, etc., or Deed Book #2 p. 87 etc. These are necessary citations for all of your work so that 
your family can locate your source. 

Try to get your ancestor's signature from a will or other court document.  Note: Deeds of purchase 

and sale do not contain original signatures, they are clerk's writing. Remember that only the Deed of 

Sale will show the wife's given name, her name is not shown on the deed of purchase of the land, but 

if you are lucky the deed of purchase will tell you that the purchaser, John Adams is lately from 
Rutherford, New Jersey (or a previous place)......... 

Deeds or tax records can give you your ancestors occupation. 

Newspapers can also list occupations in a paid advertisement, or in an obituary. 

Have you identified your ancestors church, or the location of the church, or the pastor's name, and 

or a newspaper published by the diocese, or synod. 

Consider membership in fraternal organizations? 

Have you identified your ancestor's spouse? 

The spouses parents? 

Where they came from. 

Have you found them in ALL census records during their lifetimes? 
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The same for your ancestor's siblings and spouses  

And the spouses of your ancestor's children? 

Have you determined any (if any) military organizations for your ancestor(s). 

Do a Time Line of the Wars and determine if your ancestor(s) could have served. 

If he served, secure his service papers; did he receive a Pension or a land grant? 

Did you look for his military records? You want to know what branch of the service he was in, and 
where did he serve. 

In the 1850+ census did you identify everyone in the township from the same state as your ancestor? 

List names of people most closely associated with your ancestor at this time period.  And identify the 

state of origin for each of them. Read county histories & mug books for them too, and read all census 
records for these names as well as your own families. 

 

SOME GENERAL REFERENCES 

American Genealogical-Biographical Index Rider Publ. Series 1, 48 volumes, Series 2, 190  volumes so far: 

search under surname, birth date, state, etc.  It is the largest index to family histories, genealogical records 

up to the year 1815.  This index also includes tax lists, military payroll lists.  Did you know that Militia Lists 
ARE tax lists of all adult males aged 18-45 years for the early period ?? 

American Genealogist: Being a Catalog of Family Histories Published in America from 1771  to Date. Albany, 
NY: Joel Munsell Sons 1900, reprint GPCo. 1967 

American Library Directory publ. R.R. Bowker Co. Originally published bi-annually 1908-1978,  now annually. 
Held at all college libraries. 

Appleton's Cyclopedia of American Biography. Appleton & Co. 1887-1900 & reprints.   

Atlas of American History: The Revolutionary Era 1760-1790, 1976 ed. Lester J. Cappon et al, The 
Newberry Library, Chicago, Princeton Univ. Press. 

Atlas of American History, 1943 ed James Truslow Adams, NY. Beautiful historical maps. 

Bentley, Elizabeth Petty/ Directory of Family Associations. Baltimore: GPCo. current editions. 

Biographical Books 1876-1949 & 1950-1980+++  NY: R.R. Bowker, 1983,+ 

Census of Manufacturers 1810, 1820, 1840. (don't overlook these census schedules) 

Census of Agriculture  1850, 1860, 1870, 1880. (Can be very helpful) 

Census of Industry 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
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Census of Social Statistics l850, 1860, 1870 & 1880. 

Census of Dependent, Defective and Delinquent Classes, 1880.   

Cindy’sList.com  (subscribe to her FREE daily update to her Lists).                                         

Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer of the World is one of the more famous and all encompassing gazetteers, 
held by all college libraries. 

DAR Library Catalog, Volume I  - Family Histories and Genealogies. DAR, 1982-83.+ on-line.  

Dictionary of American Biography. New York: Charles Schribner's Sons, 1928-      

Directory of Family Associations.  GPCo. Baltimore, not complete, current edition.. 

Eicholtz, Alice.  Ancestry’s Red Book: American State, County & Town Sources. current  edition. 

Everton’s  Handy Book has many maps of migration trails  in the late editons. 

Federal Courts.  The Federal (U.S.) Courts in PA were created in 1789.  At that time PA was one District 

holding court alternately in Phila. and York every 3 months.  The Judiciary Act of 1801 divided PA into 2 
Districts, Eastern & Western.  In 1820 the Western District Court was held at Pittsburgh. 

Filby, P. William.  American and British Genealogy and Heraldry: a Selected List of Books. 3rd edition.  

Boston: New England Historic Genealogical Society 1983 & 1982-1985 supplement, 1987. Easily the best 
bibliography to tell you what is available in published form for almost any genealogical topic.  

Filby, P. William Passenger and Emigration Indexes......Check EVERY volume for every surname you are 

researching, you can put together families who did NOT emigrate together. 

Fisher, Carleton Edward. Topical Index to the National Genealogical Society Quarterly Magazine. . 

The Greenlaw Index of the New England Historic Genealogical Society. 2 volumes edited by William Prescott 

Greenlaw, 1979. Boston MA. Cites works with families of 3 or more generations in books published 1900-
1940. New England area. Probably now on-line. 

The Genealogical Index of the Newberry Library (The Newberry Index). 4 volumes, 1984.  Alpha  arranged 
by surname. Some entries for Great Britain and Europe. On-line. 

Genealogies in the Library of Congress: A Bibliography of Family Histories in America and Great Britain.  2 

volumes, Marion Kaminkow ed. Baltimore: Magna Carta, 1992.  A Supplement issued in 1986 of those 

genealogies catalogued since 1986. Complement the above  issued through 1976 (genealogies that are NOT in 
the Library of Congress) check ALL editions, some may now be on-line. 

Guide to Federal Archives in the National Archives of the United States. 3 vols. 1995. U.S.Govt. Printing 
Office, D.C. This massive set is overall guide to the holdings of the National Archives. 

Hoenstine’s Guide to Historical & Genealogical Research in Pennsylvania.  This collection is  now held at the 

Blair Co. Pa. Gen.Soc. Library, 431 Scotch Valley Road, Hollidaysburg  PA 16648. For a fee they will send you 

copies of any references which you order. You can also buy the 4 volumes of indices from them for a very 
nominal sum. 
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INSURANCE.  Was your ancestor insured?  Policy Search.  Write to American Council of Life Insurance 

Companies, 91850 “K” Street NW, Washington DC 20006. Life Insurance Companies were in business before 
1875 and many are still active. 

Jacobus, Donald Lines. Genealogy as Pastime and Profession. 2nd ed. 1968. GPCo. This little book authored by 

the dean of American genealogists, is so full of information, research suggestions and plain genealogical 
common sense that it should be required reading for every researcher.  

Kemp, Thomas Jay.  International Vital Records Handbook. 5th edition.  Baltimore:GPCo.  See current 
edition.  

Lainhart, Ann S. State Census Records.  Baltimore:GPCo., 1992. Consider using State census  indexes to 
implement federal census records for your families. 

Library of Congress Index to Local History Biographies. Baltimore MD: Magna Carta Book Co.  

Long, John H. ed.  Historical Atlas and Chronology of County Boundaries, 1788-1980. A continuing project 

funded by a grant to the Newberry Library in Chicago. Visit their website for the state you are searching. 
They have researched all sources in order to these accurate maps of state and county lines.  

Morris, Jean S.  Maps Showing the Development of Pennsylvania 1683-1920, 1976 self publ. Set of 15 maps 

includes maps from 1681 thru 1920, plus map showing the VA/PA, CT/PA, MD/PA border controversies, the 
Donation & Depreciation lands in W. PA given to Pennsylvania soldiers of the Revolution.  

______ Western Migrations by River & Canal from Pennsylvania and New York: A Bibliography, 2009, 3rd 

edition.  26 pages of sources and maps to help you locate your river ancestor or to find out how he traveled 
when migrating west or south by these waterways.   

______Locating Your French & Indian War 1754-1763 Ancestor: A Bibliography  2d ed 2002. 16 pages of 
sources for all of the colonies involved in this early war.    

______Whiskey Rebellion Bibliography 1794, 1995.  10 pages of sources to help you with research on 

families of Fayette, Washington, Westmoreland & Allegheny counties in PA who may have been involved in 
1794, with a site map. 

______Use of the Published Pennsylvania Archives in Genealogical Research, 2004 2nd Edition. The 138 

volumes of the 9 Series are the single most useful tool for your early PA. research.  A guide to help you 

better utilize the online edition at www.footnote.com  Yes, the online edition IS indexed BUT you need to 

know what is contained in each series and volume. This guide will tell you, and outlines the contents of what is 
included in each of the 138 volumes. 

Munger, Donna Bingham  Pennsylvania Land Records: A History and Guide for Research, 1993.  The first 

and ONLY guide to understanding Pennsylvania’s land records. Accept no other.  A history and outline of 

records beginning in 1681 and continuing to the present time.  Each chapter lists available microfilms for the 
time period so that you can undertake the research yourself at the PA State Archives in Harrisburg PA. 

Munsell’s Index to American Genealogies, 5th ed. GPCo. Baltimore MD 1984. Attempts to index every printed 
work, including local histories with bibliographies. 
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National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections [NUCMC] 1959+, 1962+. Indexing is by topical subjects, 

personal, family, corporate, church, and geographical names. Topical  locations are listed alphabetically.  

Geographical indexing is done for each place under city, village or county as well as under the state.  

Subjects relating to that geographical area are listed under the area designation as well as alphabetically.  

Addresses of repositories are given at the front of the work.  A particularly useful section is the Repository 

Index. In this section you can find, for example, Swarthmore College Friends Historical Library under which 

is listed the collections  housed in that repository. Addresses are given so that you can write them for an 
inventory of the collection. NUCMUC from 1990 is on-line at the National Archives web site. 

Neagles, James C. U.S. Military Records, 1994 Ancestry.com 

Passports were not required before 1916 but were frequently obtained by travelers. The National Archives 

holds many issued 1791-1925; they hold card indexes for 1850-52, 1860-80, & 1906-1923. A Book index by 
first letter of surname from 1834-1859 and by first 3 letters of the surname 1881-1905. Some are on-line. 

PA Oaths of Allegiance required all Males over age of 18 in the year 1777 were required to register in order 
to own land and vote. 

PERSI [Periodical Source Index] published annually by the Allen County Public Library at Fort Wayne, 

Indiana.  Identifies the primary topic of each genealogical article in  over 7000 periodicals and provides 

access to about 1.7 million articles. Includes nearly all English- language and French-Canadian genealogical 

periodicals. Indexed by locality, family, surname, and by research ethodology. 1985-current. Periodicals date 
from 1800s. This material is on-line. 

Physician --- Was an ancestor a doctor?  NGS holds early records.  

Soldiers burials from 1862-1939; Soldiers Home in Washington DC; National Cemeteries, Forts in Cuba, 

Puerto Rico and the Philippines; Soldiers Headstone applications 1879-1925 write to:  Chief Memorial 

Affairs, 810 Vermont Avenue, Washington DC 20402.  

Szucs, Loretto Dennis and Sandra Hargreaves Luebking.  The Archives: A Guide to the National Archives 
Field Branches. Salt Lake City, Ancestry, 1988.  

Township Atlas of the United States publ. by Andriot Assoc. Provides researchers with a unique tool to 
view township boundaries that lie within county lines for all 50 states. 

Trussell, Col. John B.B.  The Pennsylvania Line: Regimental Organizations & Operations 1775-1783, 1993 2nd 

edition.  Publ. PA Historical & Museum Commission, Harrisburg PA. (May still be available for purchase.)  A 

valuable Rev. War guide for Pennsylvania service which identifies all officers of the Pennsylvania Line (not 

Continental Line) and features an analysis of the evolution of these regiments.  If you have found an ancestor 

serving under one of these officers (by using the Published Pennsylvania Archives), you can then look up the 

officer’s name and read the history of the unit, where they enlisted, where they served and where they were 
discharged.   

 

________________________________________ 
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DEWEY FOR GENEALOGISTS 
GENEALOGY COLLECTION – MANATEE COUNTY LIBRARY 

 

This provides information on what you need to know when you visit the Library. The Manatee Library 

collection primarily contains research materials on those states east of the Mississippi River, concentrating 

on the colonial states. This article is to provide you with some reference material for locating material of 

interest and pertinent to your research. The collection contains for example: 

 
•  Census indexes 

•  Census records in either book or microform format 

•  Other vital records (e.g. birth, death, marriage records, etc.) 

•  General "how-to" references on tracing family records, how to do research, or how to obtain and 
organize genealogical data 

•  Maps, gazetteers, atlases that assist in defining geographic boundaries of areas in this collection 

•  State, county, city, or township histories that trace or identify early settlers or suggest research 
sources 

•  Materials that identify or trace geographic name changes. 

•  City directories for some cities as appropriate to the collection. 

•  Books or pamphlets that identify national migration trails, or ethnic migration patterns, or dates. 

•  Nationally recognized genealogical periodicals. 

•  Periodicals and Newsletters from genealogical societies. 

•  Military rosters, church records, or other community registers. 

•  A Florida History Collection (Eaton Room); Florida materials relating to genealogy will be placed in 
this collection and not in the Eaton Room. 

 

This collection also includes materials on foreign ancestry including: 

 

•  Immigration and passenger lists and related indexes. 

•  Introductions and general guides to research sources for foreign countries. 

•  Books that trace a particular nationality's arrival, migration and settlement in the US. 

 

 

Dewey Decimal System - A Brief Guide to Genealogy Materials 
 

 280 - 917  Misc.  Bibliographies, land grants, atlases and maps, 

 gazetteers (place names) 

 

 929.1    How to  Basic sources 
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 929.2  Misc.  Family histories by surname (usually) 

 

 929.33 - 

 929.373 

 Continents, 

 countries, 

 localities 

 Ireland, England, Germany, Switzerland, 

 Canada, United States 

 929.374 - 

 929.3749 

 New England 

 and Middle 

 Atlantic 

 States 

 Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 

 Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 

 Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, 

 New Jersey 

 

 929.375 - 

 929.3759 

 Southeastern 

 United States 

 Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, 

 West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, 

 South Carolina, Georgia, Florida 

 

 929.376 - 

 929.3769 

 South Central 

 United States 

 Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas 

 Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky 

 929.377 - 

 929.3778  

 North Central 

 United States 

 Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, 

 Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri 

 

 929.378 - 

 929.3789 

 Western 

 United States 

 Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North 

 Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New 

 Mexico 

 929.379 - 

 929.3798 

 Pacific Coast 

 States 

 Arizona, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon,  

 Idaho, Washington, Alaska 

 

 970 -979  History  General, United States (by section) 

 

 016  Census 

 Indexes 

 By state, and located by reading tables and 

 windows looking toward river.  

 

 051  Periodicals   Indexes and periodicals by state, country, 

 organization, family. Located at the end 

 of the History section and concludes 

 against the North wall. 

 

 

 

Dewey Decimal Numbers for Genealogy 
 

929    Genealogy, names, insignia 
929.1  Genealogy    

929.107 2 Research, i.e. specific techniques and procedures involved in doing genealogical research in a 

specific area.    
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929.2  Family histories,  Optionally, this category is arranged alphabetically by  name.  

.2028 Auxiliary techniques & procedures    

929.3  Genealogical sources; examples: census records, court records, wills, vital records... …. .Used only for 

 sources published by a genealogical organization or genealogist.    

.309 Historical and geographical treatment    

.33 - .39 Treatment by specific continents, countries, states, locales, etc.    

929.4  Personal names    
.42 Surnames    

.44 Forenames    

929.5  Cemetery records    
929.6  Heraldry: family coats of arms are classed here    

929.7  Royal houses, peerage, gentry, orders of knighthood Class here rank, precedence; works  

emphasizing lineage with respect to royalty, peerage, or gentry; history and genealogy of royal families.  

.709  Historical and geographical treatment    

.71 Orders of Knighthood    

.72-.79 Treatment of royal houses, peerage, gentry, arranged by specific European countries   

 929.8  Awards, orders, decorations, armorial bearings, autographs  
.81 Awards, orders, decorations.   

.82 Armorial bearings    

.83 Autographs    

929.9  Forms of insignia and identification, examples include trademarks, etc. 

.92 Flags and banners    

.97 Names such as names of houses, ships, pets 

 

 

Dewey Decimal numbers for Other selected genealogical topics include: 
 

      Biography    920             Genealogy, heraldry      929.x 

  Bibliography    016.x    U.S. History, by date      973.x 

  Canada    971.x    Colonial 1607-1775      973.2 

  Church history    28x    Revolution 1775-1789      973.3 

  Europe    94x    Constitutional 1789-1809      973.4 

  Family histories    929.2    Civil War 1861-1865      973.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dewey Decimal System used for Numbering by States 
The Dewey Decimal system used for numbering books by U.S. State was designed to group the states by 

geographical regions. General history for states and localities are found in these sections. The numbers for 

the regions are:  
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    Northeastern States    974 

  Southeastern States    975 

  South Central States   976 

  North Central States   977 

  Western States    978 

  Pacific States    979 

 
 

 

Each U.S. state is assigned its own Dewey Decimal number within its regional grouping number. Within each 

U.S. state, each county is assigned its own unique Dewey Decimal number.  Example for NE States: Maine 

974.1, NH 974.2, VT 974.3, MA 974.4, ……..etc. 

 

Dewey Decimal numbers for the U.S. States are:  

Alabama 976.1           Louisiana 976.3           Ohio 977.1 

Alaska 979.8   Maine 974.1   Oklahoma 976.6 

Arizona 979.1   Maryland 975.2   Oregon 979.5 

Arkansas 976.7   Massachusetts 974.4   Pennsylvania 974.8 

California 979.4   Michigan 977.4   Rhode Island 974.5 

Colorado 978.8   Minnesota 977.6   South Carolina 975.7 

Connecticut 974.6   Mississippi 976.2   South Dakota 978.3 

Delaware 975.1   Missouri 977.8   Tennessee 976.8 

Florida 975.9   Montana 978.6   Texas 976.4 

Georgia 975.8   Nebraska 978.2   Utah 979.2 

Hawaii 996.9   Nevada 979.3   Vermont 974.3 

Idaho 979.6   New Hampshire 974.2   Virginia 975.5 

Illinois 977.3   New Jersey 974.9   Washington 979.7 

Indiana 977.2   New Mexico 978.9   West Virginia 975.4 

Iowa 977.7   New York 974.7   Wisconsin 977.5 

Kansas 978.1   North Carolina 975.6   Wyoming 978.7 

Kentucky 976.9   North Dakota 978.4   D. C. 975.3 

 

____________________________________________ 

 
 

PUBLICATION NOTICE: Every effort is made to publish accurate information. However, the Society 

assumes NO RESPONSIBILITY for the accuracy of any published materials. Established errors will be 

corrected in the next issue. Contact Information: Manatee Genealogical Society, PO Box 1194, Bradenton, FL 

34206, or mgs.society@gmail.com 
 


